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Book Explores How People AvoidDUIs--
Wildseed Books Announces Release of First Book, Drinking, Driving, and
Surviving

Wildseed Books announces its first release, "Drinking,Driving, and Surviving."The book
explores the measures some motorists are attempting to lower their odds of getting a DUI.

ORLANDO, FL (PRWEB) August 19, 2004 -- Every year millions of motorists are pulled over and flagged
down at roadside stops for police checking for drunk drivers. For about 1.5 million of these motorists, driving
will never be the sameÂ�they will remain stuck with the mantle of a drunk driver, and forced to pay the price
in the form of jail time, thousands of dollars of fines and increased insurance costs.

Now, self-proclaimed gonzo journalist Parnell Worthington is the only man brave enoughÂ�or blitzed
enoughÂ�to expose AmericaÂ�s last taboo: drunk driving.

In his Wildseed Books release, Drinking, Driving and Surviving: Uncovering the secrets of DUI avoidance,
Worthington unleashes his twisted investigative prowess on how people avoid DUIs. Based on the insights of a
group Worthington calls Â�the mastersÂ� and full of their amusing stories from Â�the field,Â� the book is a
collection of strategies and tactics that this group claims has helped them avoid DUIs.

Worthington said he began his investigation based on his observations that some drinkers at his favorite bars
have never received a DUI, while others attract them like iron shavings on a magnet.

Â�Despite the fact that the blood alcohol concentration to receive a DUI has been lowered to such a level that
you can get busted for sucking on a cough drop, not everyone is scared about getting a DUI,Â� Worthington
said. Â�In fact, I have interviewed numerous Â�mastersÂ� who tell me they believe theyÂ�ve uncovered
strategies to lower the risk of a DUI arrest.Â�
Worthington explained the book is not a Â�how-toÂ� book, nor is it a preachy morality tale.

Â�Of course IÂ�m not advocating in any way to drive while impaired, but I also try not to be judgmental,Â�
Worthington said. Â�After all, weÂ�re discussing gay marriage and global jihad, but weÂ�re afraid to say
weÂ�ve had a beer at a barbeque and drove home.Â�

Drinking, Driving, and Surviving: Uncovering the secrets of DUI avoidance is available at
http://www.lulu.com/wildseed. Visit Wildseed Books at http://www.geocities.com/wildseedbooks/ today.
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Contact Information
G.C. Wilson
WILDSEED BOOKS
http://www.geocities.com/wildseedbooks
407-302-9950

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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